
incadea’s Vehicle Reception App and it's 
extended capability of Vehicle Health Check (VHC)

incadea presents a modern approach to technology, empowering OEMs,
importers and dealerships accelerate business productivity and user experience.

Let's build great customer experiences together.

Flexible Integrated

From welcoming customers and scanning
license plates to electronic sign-off service
order scope, Vehicle Reception App supports
the Service Advisors in reducing
administrative efforts to boost upsell and
provide time and focus on customer care. All
reception tasks and steps are designed in a
structured way to achieve the best user
experience. 
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Create your Digital Future with 

Take another
step in the

digitalization
process with

our new mobile
application.



           Quickly find the Service Order with AI-powered License 
           Plate Recognition.

           Benefit from a guided, structured way to document current          
           vehicle condition and define the scope of work for the Service 
           Order with the support of the Vehicle Health Check (VHC).

           Customize checklists for each vehicle type and boost the 
           potential upsell, no matter if you service a car, a truck or a 
           van.

Provide Mobility>  Vehicle Reception App with VHC provides service
technicians mobility to complete service reception without being
tied to a desk, including an electronic signature for service order
confirmation. 

Data Access> Collected data from the checklist and media are
immediately available for future processing in incadea.dms to
boost upsell.  

Enhanced Visualization> Signal indicator lights assist in
understanding checkpoints' results requiring immediate attention
(Red Light), checkpoints that should be dealt with soon (Yellow), or
checkpoints where no action is needed (Green). 

Unlimited Possibilities> VHC offers highly customizable capabilities
in creating its checklists depending on the vehicle type or
checkpoints (jobs) to perform. 
 
Enable Efficiency> License Plate Recognition assists in finding the
correct service order and vehicle to speed up the service reception
process and start VHC. 

incadea provides complete and integrated solutions that meet dealerships' needs now
and into the future. incadea wants our customers to be empowered by the most 

flexible  solutions in the industry, ready for whatever business challenges lie ahead.

Key Functionalities

5 whys for incadea's Vehicle Reception App

Take the next Step.
For more information, please visit incadea's website 
www.incadea.com or contact incadea at info@incadea.com
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